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ADAPTABLE. FLEXIBLE. VERSATILE.
Deep in the South Carolina midlands lies Lake Murray—a large reservoir surrounded by the suburban communities of Columbia, the state capital. 

The area, because of its bucolic setting and proximity to the city, is a desirable location for families and has witnessed a steady increase in school-

age populations. Two counties bordering the lake, Lexington and Richland, work together as one unified school district—District 5 —managing 23 

elementary, middle, and high schools .

As an active partner in various projects throughout the district, Interior Concepts collaborated with district staff nurturing relationships; contributing 

ideas; and most importantly, listening. Paying attention to what each school needed and having a great dialogue was the recipe for success in each 

facility. Dr. Akil Ross, principal at Chapin High, recalls:  “I most remember being able to call or text anytime—evenings, weekends, or mornings—and 

they were always responsive to my needs.” Exceptional customer service and communication, from the design process through installation, is a 

promise Interior Concepts delivers on every project.

Products delivered across District 5 varied widely—including multiple reception stations at the district’s main office and a computer lab at Dutch 

Fork High. Dutch Fork also required collaborative work stations for the extensive coaching staff, team classrooms, and athletic staff offices. Because 

coach and player spaces needed to serve many different purposes, workstations were wired for power and tables were put on casters. Each space 

could be used for different purposes: lectures, individual work, as well as small or large group meetings. And since that the furniture had to endure 

rough-and-tumble athletes, durability was crucial. With furniture backed by a lifetime warranty, the athletic department was confident they could 

rely on it for seasons to come.

At Chapin High, Interior Concepts filled an administrative niche with conference rooms and administrative staff offices. Furniture solutions were 

deemed an integral part of operations—facilitating how staff could better facilitate their meetings, better support teachers and parents, and overall 

better meet the needs of their students. The furniture itself, therefore, helped staff pursue the school’s mission of nurturing lifelong learners. And to 

ensure staff were getting the right furniture solution, Interior Concepts employed online interactive design sessions to directly review and tweak 

the designs. Dr. Ross noted that looking at two-dimensional drawings is harder to visualize, and allowing staff to see the proposed furniture in their 

actual computer-rendered 3-D space meant staff were well prepared for the mid-year move-in. They took ownership of their spaces beforehand 

because they already knew exactly what was arriving and were mentally prepared.

Spring Hill High School’s approach was different from most schools because every single piece of furniture in every classroom is identical—every 

classroom has the same teacher desk, mobile pedestal with a cushion for impromptu student meetings, and a height-adjustable Influence Eclipse 

lectern. This sameness was intentional because the school is divided into five academies: environmental, engineering, entertainment studies, 

entrepreneurship, and exercise science. From year to year, the number of students in any given academy can swing, meaning teachers might 

need to move across the building where needed. Each teacher, equipped with a laptop and an iPad, can simply pick up his or her technology and 

essentially be at home within minutes. As Dr. Michael Lofton, Spring Hill principal, commented: “[Interior Concepts] made our ideas possible based 

on our needs and space.”  This versatility definitely makes life easier for planning and growth.

Adaptation and flexibility are paramount in today’s schools, and these District 5 projects serve as a textbook case of how working with a dedicated 

team can produce versatile and successful solutions by listening to and interacting with our customers—and delivering the perfect fit.
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“Other companies have catalogs and that was it. I 
never actually looked through an Interior Concepts 
catalog. They came with some ideas, asked what 
we wanted, and we built from that. There was never 
an ‘it can’t be done’ response. They made our ideas 
possible based on our needs and our space.”

“It was a partnership between us and Interior 
Concepts. They provided operations, not just 
furniture, allowing us to better pursue our mission of 
developing lifelong learners. With their furniture, we 
can now better support our teachers and meet the 
needs of parents and students.”

Michael Lofton, Ph.D. 

Principal, Spring Hill High School

Akil Ross, Ph.D.

Principal, Chapin High
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WE’RE

18525 Trimble Court, Spring Lake, MI 49456

800.678.5550  |  interiorconcepts.com

Physical trainer’s office

Support staff office

Support staff office

Teacher station with height-adjustable Influence Eclipse table

Teacher station with height-adjustable Influence Eclipse table
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Coaches’ suite

Staff conference room

Team classroom

District purchasing cubicles

Computer lab
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To learn more about this project, visit:  
www.interiorconcepts.com/SCDistrict5
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